
ESSAY THE NEED OF ELECTRICITY IN OUR DAILY LIVES

Free Essay: What is Electricity? Essay on The Importance of Electricity Electricity The effects of electricity control much
of our daily lives.

Many of our gadgets and everyday tasks are run by this wonderful source of power. It has come from being
discovered as a small current to being transformedâ€¦. Electrical energy is superior to other forms of energy
due to the following reasons. The heat energy is produced from these sources can be converted to mechanical
energy by the use of the suitable steam engine and steam turbine. What are the possible and available energy
sources for the production of electrical energy? Importance of Electrical energy Energy may be needed as
heat, light, as motive power etc. This method of electrical energy production becomes very popular all over
the world due to low production and maintenance cost. These are the times when back up electricity is most
needed and becomes very important. Almost things cannot run without the power. Another area in our life on
which electricity has a great influence is media both in communication and entertainment. Coals, when burned
produces electricity. For example, in summer, air conditions are used to provide us with cool air and we turn
on the heating system to keep the room warm in winter. Such equipment includes emergency systems,
air-conditioning, lighting, transportation, office systems and other appliances. Sources will answer your
question. Briefly speaking, many men would probably meet their death without it. April 22, 0 comment
Generally, energy is the basic necessity for the economic development of a country. For example, an electric
motor can be started or stop just by using a switch. Flexibility: The most important factor of the superiority of
electrical energy over other forms of energy is the flexibility that it provides. Almost whole the devices at
homes, businesses and industries are running because of electricity. It has brought many things that surely
have made many wonders and life would seem so hard without it. Scientists discovered ways to produce
electric energy in large amounts in order to make heat, light and motion. Doctors need the massive electricity
power to handle the patient very fast when patient are in terrible condition. It requires only to pass the
electrical energy through high resistive wire e. Electricity is the key component to modern technology and
without it most of the things that we use everyday simply could not work, and would never have bee n created.
Nuclear energy: By the use of nuclear weapons in the world war second. The most vital part of electricity is
called electric energy. Electricity, hence, saves lives and allows people to live longer. It cannot be used on
cloudy days or at night. In the second place, electricity is essential in daily transportation.


